Parallel algorithms are often rst designed as a sequence of rounds, where each round includes any n umber of independent constant time operations. This so-called work-time presentation is then followed by a processor scheduling implementation o n a more concrete computational model. Many parallel algorithms are geometric-decaying in the sense that the sequence of work loads is upper bounded by a decreasing geometric series. A standard scheduling implementation of such algorithms consists of a repeated application of load balancing. We present a more e ective, yet as simple, policy for the utilization of load balancing in geometric decaying algorithms. By making a more careful choice of when and how often load balancing should be employed, and by u s i n g a simple amortization argument, we s h o w that the number of required applications of load balancing should be nearly-constant. The policy is not restricted to any particular model of parallel computation, and, up to a constant factor, it is the best possible.
Introduction
Many parallel algorithms are designed using the well known work-time methodology. (See 13, Chapter 1.3] for a detailed discussion and 19] for an early use in a pram algorithm.) Guided by Brent's theorem 3], the methodology suggests to rst describe a meta-algorithm in terms of a sequence of rounds each round may include any n umber of independent constant time operations. Second, the meta-algorithm is implemented on a p-processor parallel computer, e.g., a pram, using a scheduling principle: if the number of operations in round r is w r , then each o f t h e p processors should execute a set of O(w r =p) operations. Let w = P r w r be the total numb e r o f o p e r a t i o n s , o r work, of the meta-algorithm. Let t be the total number of rounds, or time, of the meta-algorithm. Then, using Brent's scheduling principle, the running time on a p-processor parallel computer should be O( P t r=1 dw r =pe) which i s O(w=p + t).
The work-time presentation is often a simple and natural way to express a parallel algorithm, and forms the basis of many data parallel languages. Unfortunately, Brent's scheduling principle for adapting an algorithm given in the work-time presentation into a concrete parallel algorithm is only a guideline, rather than a constructive technique. Traditionally, its implementation is done in an ad-hoc manner, resulting with additional e ort in the design and analysis of algorithms, as well as occasional degradation in performance. It is therefore desirable to have general scheduling techniques that can be easily and e ectively used for adapting algorithms that are given in the work-time presentation into concrete algorithms.
In this note we consider a somewhat restricted, yet quite common, family of algorithms, the so-called geometric-decaying algorithms, for which simple and e cient s c heduling techniques apply these techniques are based on repeatedly employing a load balancing algorithm as a key procedure. More speci cally, the scheduling in geometric-decaying algorithms is traditionally done by a straightforward application of a load balancing procedure after each round. Quite a few parallel algorithms are of this type we note that many logarithmic-time linear work algorithms are geometric-decaying. See, e.g., algorithms described in 14, 1 3 , 18] .
The time devoted to the applications of the load balancing algorithms contributes to the total running time of the adapted algorithm, and should therefore be minimized. We show that the standard policy of employing load balancing for a geometric-decaying algorithm is somewhat wasteful, and provide an alternative, more e ective, policy. An appealing ingredient of the reported technique is that no extra overhead is introduced into the algorithm we only focus on the question of how often load balancing should be employed to get the most e ective performance. The implementation of this policy does not require more than keeping track of the number of rounds and computing simple functions to determine the rounds in which load balancing should be employed. For the purpose of concreteness, the reader may wish to regard the ensuing discussion in the context of the pram model (see 13]), although it is applicable to other models of parallel computation as well.
Load balancing Let m independent tasks be distributed among n processors of a pram.
The input to a processor P i consists of m i , the number of tasks allocated to this processor (its \load"), together with a pointer to an array o f t a s k r e p r e s e n tations: no other information about the global load distribution is available. The load balancing problem is to redistribute the tasks among the processors such that each processor has at most O(1 + m=n) tasks. In other words, the loads are distributed asymptotically in an even manner, except of course for the case m n.
The load balancing problem can clearly be solved by using an algorithm for the more di cult pre x-sum problem. Therefore, load balancing can be solved on circuits and on the erew pram in O(lg n) time 15] , and on the crcw pram in O(lg n= lg lg n) time 4] . Specialized algorithms for load balancing run on the crcw pram in O((lg lg n) 3 
Geometric Decaying Algorithms
Assume that an algorithm is restricted as follows: a task which executes in round r can spawn at most one task and only for round r + 1. (This assumption makes the algorithm susceptible to load balancing.) In particular, this guarantees that the number of tasks will not increase as the algorithm proceeds. Further assume that the number of tasks in round r is upper bounded by a geometrically decreasing sequence, i.e., 8r 0 w r n 2 ; r (1) for some constant > 0, and where n is initial number of tasks. We call these algorithms geometric-decaying algorithms.
For randomized algorithms, we s a y that the algorithm is geometric-decaying if (1) holds with positive constant probability, t h a t i s t o s a y, with a non zero probability which is not dependent on the problem size.
There is a weaker characterization for geometric-decaying algorithms. Suppose that at each round r, e a c h task has a positive constant probability to terminate, provided that the number of tasks is at most 2 ; (r;1) (which w ould be the case if in the rst r ; 1 rounds the algorithm was geometric-decaying). Then, the algorithm can be shown to be geometric-decaying 8].
Consider a geometric decaying algorithm A whose work is O(n) and running time is . Brent's scheduling principle suggests that it may be possible to implement A on a p-processor pram in time O(n=p + ) : (2) If a certain implementation runs in time O(n=p + + T) w e s a y that it has an additive overhead of T. We will typically be interested in the case that the additive o verhead dominates the running time. When appropriate, we will therefore tacitly assume that T n=p + .
Devising general implementation policies of applying Brent's principle has become lucrative with the advent o f v ery fast load balancing algorithms. Let`be an upper bound on the running time of a given load balancing algorithm. (For randomized algorithms`may be a random variable.) We i n vestigate policies for the common case in which load balancing is no slower than the algorithm itself, and therefore assume that = O( ) : (3) Usually, the additive o verhead is predominantly caused by the applications of a load balancing algorithm. An important measure of a general scheduling scheme is therefore the ratio T=: (4) We call this ratio the multiplicative overhead of the implementation, or the overhead in short. It is important to note that with the assumption (3) the overhead is also an upper bound for T= , the slowdown incurred by a concrete implementation.
A standard wasteful implementation
In the standard implementation, the load balancing algorithm is employed after each round, until the number of tasks becomes O(p). At this point, the remainder of Algorithm A can be easily implemented in O( ) time since no further scheduling is required.
Theorem 1 The overhead in the standard implementation is O(lg(`)).
Proof. Since Algorithm A is geometric-decaying, the number of rounds required to reduce the number of tasks to O(p) i s O(lg(n=p)). At r o u n d r each processor has O(n 2 ; r ) tasks every round is therefore implemented in O(n=p) time. Following from the assumption (3), we h a ve that in the standard implementation the additive o verhead is dominated by t h e applications of the load balancing algorithm. Since there are O(lg(n=p)) such applications, we h a ve T = O(`lg(n=p)) : (5) We note, however, that if the additive o verhead dominates the term n=p, then we can substitute the multiplicative o verhead lg(n=p) with lg`.
A New E ective P olicy
Our objective is to reduce the overhead in the implementation. This would be obtained if we could reduce the number of times that a load balancing algorithm is employed while taking care not to incur too much of a slowdown as a result of the imbalance in the number of tasks.
To motivate our improved policy we note that after employing a (`) time load balancing algorithm, we m a y h a ve a phase in which the processors execute for O(`) time without load balancing. Their potential wasteful execution can be amortized against the load balancing application that preceded this phase. In other words, it is \justi ed" to employ a n e ẁ time load balancing algorithm only after each processor has run for (`) time, following the previous load balancing.
Assume that after employing a load balancing procedure, each processor has at most y tasks. Then, by the above argument, the next load balancing procedure should be employed only after d`=ye rounds since each round of this phase is implemented in O(y) time. Accordingly, as long as y `, load balancing is employed after each round, as in the standard policy. In this initialization phase, the load balancing application at each round is dominated by the execution time of the round. Since this is a geometric decaying algorithm, the total execution time in this initialization phase is O(n=p), and therefore it does not contribute to the additive o verhead. At the end of this phase each processor has at mostt asks.
After the initialization phase, the algorithm runs in phases phase i starts with an`time load balancing, followed by t i rounds. Let x i be an upper bound on the number of tasks that each processor is responsible for in phase i (x 0 =`). The execution of each round in phase i takes O(x i ) time, and the total execution time of the phase is thus O(x i t i ). We set t i to the largest possible value so that the total execution time of phase i is O(`): t i =`=x i : (6) The upper bound on the number of tasks per processor in phase i + 1 i s x i+1 = x i =2 t i (7) and hence, by (6), t i+1 = t i 2 t i : (8) For some i = l g `+O (1) It follows that in most interesting settings, the improved policy leads to an implementation that is slower by a nearly constant factor than the idealistic prediction of Brent's principle.
On the optimality of the improved policy
The additive o verhead in the policy presented here is !(`). A natural question is therefore if this policy is the best possible (although an overhead of O(lg `) does not leave m uch room for improvement). Following the motivation given above, we m a y w ant to consider setting t i to satisfỳ t i x i `lg ` (9) in an attempt to achieve a n o(lg `) o verhead. Suppose that t i is set to satisfy t i x i =`lg `, and let us ignore the extra execution time imposed on the processors due to imbalance. Then, (6) is replaced by t i =`lg `=x i but (7) and (8) do not change. It is easy to verify that the overhead is still (lg `).
Moreover, it is easy to see that the performance of the above policy (when ignoring the extra execution due to imbalance as above) can match the performance of any other policy of load balancing utilization, up to a constant factor. The policy presented in this paper is therefore optimal.
Conclusions
This paper introduces a simple e ective policy for employing load balancing algorithms for processor scheduling in geometric-decaying algorithms. The resulting implementation is as simple as the standard implementation with the only di erence being a more careful account of when and how often load balancing should be used. The load balancing algorithm is used as a black b o x, and the suggested policy is thus applicable to many models of parallel computation.
We de ned the overhead of policies of invoking load balancing to implement Brent's scheduling principle. The overhead can be used to evaluate and compare such policies. It was shown that the overhead for our policy is O(lg `), where`is the run time of the load balancing algorithm in use. For most models this would imply an overhead of O(lg n) t i m e . For the randomized crcw pram, t h i s w ould imply an overhead of O(lg (lg n)) time.
As a result, the overwhole additive o verhead for processor scheduling in geometricdecaying algorithm, implied by the suggested policy, i s O(lg n lg n) time on circuits and the erew pram, O((lg lg n) 3 lg n) time on the crcw pram, a n d O(lg n lg (lg n)) time on the randomized crcw pram.
Many parallel algorithms in their work-time presentation are geometric-decaying. Our technique enables a simple cost-e ective implementation with little e ort. It was used for the rst time to implement a fast optimal parallel hashing algorithm 7]. The hashing algorithm in 7] comprises two parts: the rst part is a randomized geometric decaying algorithm which runs for O(lg lg n) steps. By using the technique of this paper and the O(lg lg n) time load balancing of 6], this part was implemented optimally with expected additive o verhead of O(lg lg n lg n) time, which implies an work-optimal implementation that takes O(lg lg n lg n) time, i.e., using p = n= lg lg n lg n processors. The second part runs in O(lg lg n) time using p processors, implying a work-optimal implementation for the entire algorithm that takes O(lg lg n lg n) expected time.
Subsequent to a preliminary version of this paper (presented in 7]), other policies of e ective load balancing for other classes of algorithms were introduced, often using amortization arguments similar to the one used here 17, 9 , 1 0 , 5] (see also 16]).
